We study the GIT quotients for the diagonal action of the algebraic group SL3(C) on the n-fold product of P 2 (C): in particular we determine a strategy in order to determine the (intersection) Poincaré polynomial of any quotient variety. In the special case n = 6 we determine an explicit formula for the (intersection) Betti numbers of a quotient variety, depending only on the combinatorics of the weights of the polarization m ∈ Z 6 >0 .
Introduction
Geometric Invariant Theory gives a method for constructing "quotients" varieties for any linear action of a complex reductive algebraic group G on a projective variety X (see [6] and [1] for the general setting). The quotients depend on the choice of an ample linearized line bundle L: in particular Dolgachev-Hu [2] and Thaddeus [7] proved that only a finite number of GIT quotients can be obtained when L varies and gave a general description of the maps relating the various quotients. In this paper we restrict our attention to the case when G = PSL 3 (C) acts diagonally on X, the n-fold product of P 2 (C), P 2 (C) n (that we have already studied in [5] ) and describe the topology of an arbitrary quotient variety, both geometric and categorical: as a main result we describe an algorithm to compute the (intersection) Poincaré polynomial of any quotient variety. Moreover in the special case n = 6 we obtain an explicit formula for the (intersection) Betti numbers of a quotient variety, depending only on the combinatorics of the weights of the polarization m ∈ Z 6 >0 .
The contents of the paper are more precisely as follows. Section 1 is concerned with the main features of the quotients of G = PSL 3 (C) acting on X = P 2 (C) n : we remind the main features of a categorical quotient X SS (m)//G and we describe the G ample cone C G (X). At the end we discuss the birational maps θ ±k that can relate different quotients.
Section 2 discusses small resolutions: we give conditions for a birational map θ +k to be a small map, and we discuss the problem of the existence of a small resolution. In Section 3 we give an algorithm that permits to compute the (intersecion) Poincaré polynomial of any quotient. The main key is the decomposition theorem of Beilinson-Bernstein-Deligne.
Section 4 contains the special case n = 6: Theorem 4.2 contains an explicit formula for the (intersection) Betti numbers of any quotient: this formula depends only on the combinatorics of the polarization m ∈ Z 6 >0 .
. Then the set of semi-stable points X SS (m) is described by the Hilbert-Mumford numerical criterion; let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X and |m| := n i=1 m i :
for every point y ∈ P 2 (C) and for every line r ⊂ P 2 (C). Moreover x is a stable point, x ∈ X S (m), iff the numerical criterion (1) is verified with strict inequalities.
The numerical criterion can be restated as follows: if K and J are subsets of {1, . . . , n}, then we can associate them with the numbers:
In particular we have:
. . , n} with |K| ≥ 2 and the set V C K of configurations (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X where the points indexed by K are coincident and there are no further coincidences and no non-implied collinearities; in the same way, if J ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, |J| > 2 consider the set V L J of configurations (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X where the points indexed by J are collinear and there are no further collinearities. In order to study X SS (m) and X S (m), it is sufficient to consider the subsets
with similar statements for X S (m) (for more details, see [5] ). Moreover we observe that if m i < |m|/3 for all i, then the number of coincident points is at most n − 3. Now consider a point
this is the image in X SS (m)//G of different, strictly semi-stable orbits, that all have in their closure a closed, minimal orbit Gx, for a certain configuration x that has |K| coincident points, and the others n − |K| collinear; by the numerical criterion, we get γ 
where φ is the projection map to the quotient: φ :
Some quotients are particularly easy to compute: let's consider two examples.
In this case the quotient X SS (m)//G is isomorphic to the product of (n − 4) copies of P 2 (C).
In this case the quotient X SS (m)//G is isomorphic to the product of P n−4 (C) × P n−4 (C).
Dolgachev and Hu proved in [2] that varying the line bundle L only a finite number of different quotients can be obtained: the space that parametrizes these quotients is the G-ample cone C G (X), the convex cone in N S G (X) ⊗ R spanned by ample G-linearized line bundles L with X In our case
Moreover X S (m) X SS (m) if and only if there exists a subset K ⊂ {1, . . . , n} such that
this is equivalent to the condition that L(m) belongs to the hyperplane
This is a codimension−1 wall.
Now we want to introduce the birational maps that may be constructed between two quotients: they will be crucial in determining the Betti numbers of the quotients. Let m be a polarization such that 3 divides |m| and X S (m) = ∅, X S (m) X SS (m); let us consider "variations" of m as follows:
Then applying the numerical criterion we get
which is an isomorphism over X S (m)/G, while over Z(m) is a contraction of subvarieties. Moreover if the quotient X SS (m)//G is singular (possible for n ≥ 6), then θ ±k is a resolution of singularities: from now on we assume n ≥ 6.
Consider a point ξ ∈ Z(m): for what we have already observed, ξ is determined by a closed, minimal orbit Gx for a certain configuration x that has |K| coincident points and the other n − |K| collinear (γ
Dealing with an elementary transformation of "plus" type ( m
Similarly, with an elementary transformation of "minus" type ( m
From now on we will consider only elementary transformation of "plus" type, θ +k ; in particular we want to study the properties of θ +k : when θ +k is a blow-up map? When a small map?
2 Small resolutions
and, for all r > 0,
A small resolution is a resolution of singularities which is a small map.
Small maps are particularly relevant, because they preserve intersection homology.
Proposition 2.2. Let X SS (m)//G be a quotient such that m lies on a 1 codimension wall of C G (X) and consider a variation of the weights m; then the birational map θ +k :
Remark 2.3. Studying the subdivision in chambers and walls of the G-ample cone C G (X), the existence of a small resolution appears quite natural: consider a polarization m that determines a singular quotient X SS (m)//G and lies on a codimension−1 wall: each singularity of the quotient, determined by a certain
, can be solved by the birational morphisms
where the polarizations m + and m − lie on opposite chambers. In order to have a small resolution we have to choose the "right side" of each wall.
Proof. The demonstration is based on the definition of small map: in order to verify the definition in our case, we have to consider the codimension of the sets
+k (ξ)) ≥ r for r > 0. We have to distinguish two different cases:
In other words θ +k :
+k (ξ) has minimum dimension between 2|K| − 3 and n − |K| − 3.
Remark 2.4. Combining the previous result and formulas (3) and (4), we can restate Proposition 2.2 as follows: in the same hypothesis of 2.2, the birational map θ +k is a small resolution if for each ξ ∈ Z(m), determined by a minimal As an immediate consequence we have
if θ +k is a small map. In general we have the following stronger result regarding the existence of small resolutions whose proof is the same of [4] Theorem 2.5, in the case of a torus action; in fact using the Gelfand-MacPherson correspondence, the moduli space P 2 (C) SS (m)//SL 3 (C) can be identified with a quotient in the Grassmannian Gr(3, C n ) acted on by the torus (C * ) n−1 .
Theorem 2.6. For every singular quotient X SS (m)//G, there exists a polarization m such that m lies on a chamber close enough to m and θ :
Remark 2.7. We have already proved the result for m lying on a codimesion−1 wall; for higher codimension cases, the proof is based on the observation that a codimension−N wall is the intersection of N codimension−1 walls H i and for each wall H i (i = 1, . . . , N ) C G (X) \ H i has two connected components lying in two sides of H i ; one of these components, named C i,s , defines a small resolution according to the previous result. Then the proof examines each wall, detects the right component C i,s and studies their intersection for i = 1, . . . , N . 
If Y is non-singular, this definition coincides with the classical one.
In what follows we will use
to denote the ordinary Poincaré polynomial of a variety Y and use
to denote the intersection Poincaré polynomial of Y . We have already stressed that small maps preserve intersection homology:
, and as a consequence the Betti numbers and the Poincaré polynomial are preserved.
In the previous section we have determined the conditions for a θ +k map to be small, but in the general case θ +k is not small. In this way in order to compute the Betti numbers for a general quotient it is necessary to use the decomposition theorem of Beilinson-Bernstein-Deligne (in particular we will consider the simplified version of [4] ): Theorem 3.1. Let f : X → Y be a projective algebraic map and X be a nonsingular variety. Then there exists
where Y β is a stratum of Y and L β is a local system over Y β ; moreover assume that evvery local system L β is trivial.
Then there exists a collection of polynomials ψ β for all strata such that,
and for a point y ∈ Y
Consider a polarization m on a codimension−1 wall H CK,L K ′ , and m, m two polarizations close enough to m lying in different sides of the wall H CK ,L K ′ :
. Now apply the decomposition theorem to the map θ, where the stratification of X SS (m)//G is given by
Then there exist two polynomials ψ 0 and ϕ 1 such that
These two polynomials may be determined:
where ξ is a point in Z(m). Then if ξ is any point in Z(m), we have that P X S ( m)/G is equal to
(8) In the same way, study the map θ :
Subtracting (8) and (9), P X S ( m)/G − P X S (m)/G is equal to
We can also write
The previous formula tells us how the Poincaré polynomial and the Betti numbers vary, when we cross a codimension−1 wall H CK,L K ′ ; in particular let study
where m ′ is obtained from m, by deleting all those weights m i with i ∈ K. For the Hilbert-Mumford numerical criterion, the open set of stable points for m ′ is equal to the open set of semi-stable points for m ′ , i.e. the categorical quotient
Now the Poincaré polynomials for this kind of quotient are well known (see [3] for details):
where S n−|K| = {J ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n − |K|} :
Example 3.2. In Example 2.5 we have introduced the polarization m = (9, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 1) that lies on the codimension−1 wall H C17,L23456 . We have Z(m) ∼ = P 1 (C) 5 (4, 4, 4, 4, 4) SS //SL 2 (C) and
In fact Z(m) is isomorphic to the blow-up of P 2 (C) in four points. 
study each crossing and apply result (10):
where m j,j+1 indicates the polarization that lies on the wall
and "connects" m j and m j+1 . The Poincaré polynomial of each Z(m j,j+1 ) can be computed using formula (11).
4 A special case: n = 6
Let's study the particular case n = 6: it is really interesting because in this case every map θ +k is the eventual composition of a small map and a blow-up map.
First of all remind that the number of chambers in which the G-ample cone C G (X) is divided is less than or equal to 38 (see [5] for details).
For quotients
, it is not so easy to give an upper bound to the number of quotients, but we can get some important informations about their structure: the following result ( [5] ) classifies the different types of points that may appear in Z(m):
Theorem 4.1. Let X = P 2 (C) 6 and m ∈ Z 6 >0 a polarization with 3 | |m| and m i < |m|/3 ∀i: if 1. there are two different indexes i, j s.t. m i + m j = |m|/3, then the quotient includes a curve C ij ∼ = P 1 (C), that corresponds to strictly semi-stable orbits s.t. x i = x j or x h , x k , x l , x n collinear. In particular points ξ of C ij are singular: locally, the variety (X SS (m)//G, ξ) is isomorphic to the toric variety
2. there is a "partition" of m such that m i + m j = m h + m l = m k + m n , then the quotient includes three curves C ij , C hl , C kn ∼ = P 1 (C), that have a common point O ij,hl,kn . In particular O ij,hl,kn is singular: locally the variety (X SS (m)//G, O ij,hl,kn ) is isomorphic to the toric variety
3. there are three indexes h, i, j s.t. m h + m i + m j = |m|/3, then the quotient includes a point O hij that correspond to the minimal, closed, strictly semi-stable orbit Gx such that x h = x i = x j and x k , x l , x n are collinear. The point O hij is non singular.
If ξ is of type 3 in Theorem 4.1, then θ −1 ±k (ξ) may be a point or P 3 (C); in the last case θ ±k blows down P 3 (C) to the point ξ:
If ξ is of type 1, then ξ ∈ C ij ∼ = P 1 (C) and θ −1 ±k (C ij ) has dimension two (in particular it is one of the two dimensional quotients P 3 (C) 5 (m ′ )/P SL 3 (C)): it is a small contraction. As the end we can consider θ ±k : X S ( m)/G → X SS (m)//G as the eventual composition of a blow-down map with a small map; moreover if X SS (m)//G is singular, then θ ±k is a resolution of singularities. 
